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Materials and methods
Fabrication of the nickel shim

First, a 65 nm layer of bottom anti-reflection coating (BARC,
DUV 42S-6, Brewer Science®, USA) and a 1000 nm layer of
positive, deep ultraviolet sensitive photoresist (KrF M35G, JSR
Micro, Japan) was spun onto a 6 inch silicon wafer. The BARC was
soft-baked for 60 seconds at 175 ℃ while the DUV resist was softbaked for 90 second at 130 ℃. This was followed by DUV exposure
on a Stepper machine (FPA-3000 EX4, Canon, Japan) fitted with a
KrF Eximer laser (248 nm, Cymer, USA). The reticle mask
consisted of a hexagonal lattice pattern of hexagons. The pattern
was developed for 60 seconds in a 2.38 wt%
tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) in water solution
(AZ® 726 MIF, MicroChemicals GmbH, Germany).
An inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching process (ICP
Metal Etcher, SPTS, England) was used to transfer the pattern onto
the silicon substrate using the enchants HBr and BCl3. The dry-etch
process consisted of an initial O2 etch to remove the BARC and
then a subsequent Si etch for 30 min. Residual photoresist was
removed in a subsequent 15 min oxygen plasma etch. Next a 85
nm layer of nickel-vanadium alloy was sputtered onto the surface
(CMS-18, Kurt J. Lesker Company©, USA) as seed layer for the
subsequent deposition of 330 µm of nickel via electroforming
(Microform.200, Technotrans AG, Germany). Once electroformed,
the Si master was dissolved in Potassium hydroxide (28 wt%, 80
°C). Finally, a 20 nm layer of Al2O3 was deposited onto the shim via
atomic layer deposition (R-200 Standard ALD, Picosun, Finland),
followed
by
a
self-assembled
monolayer
of

perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane (FDTS) using molecular vapor
deposition (MVD 100, Applied Microstructures, USA), functioning
as anti-stiction coating layer. The shim was then diced into
manageable pieces using a 50 W picosecond industrial laser
cutting tool (microSTRUCT vario, 3D-Micromac AG, Germany).
The direct thermal nanoimprinting setup and process

Fig. S1. The custom-made nanoimprint setup.

A custom nanoimprint setup (shown in Fig. S1) comprising a
piston, hotplate and rigid steel frame was built specifically for the
purpose of nanoimprinting polished and untreated 1’’
chalcogenide windows (shown in Fig. 2S) (AMTIR-2 windows,
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Am
morphous Mateerials Inc., USA).. A linear actuattor (Parallel Plaate
Lin
near Actuator, Ultra Motion, USA) and an aluminium blo
ock
functioned as th
he piston and piston
p
head, while
w
the actuattor
m
movement was driven
d
by an elecctric motor (GM
M9413-4 Lo-Cogg®
DC
C Gearmotor, Piittman Ametek, USA). The hotp
plate temperatu
ure
waas controlled viia a temperaturee controller (EL
LK, Ero Electron
nic,
Itaaly). Both the tem
mperature contrroller and the electric motor weere
co
ontrolled by a computer
c
input (Labview, National Instrumen
nts,
USSA). To monitorr the applied forrce, we used a lo
oad cell (SLB-25
50,
Trransducer Techn
niques, USA) in
n the head of th
he piston enablin
ng
clo
osed-loop feedb
back operation.

Charactterization

The imprints were characterized by SEM (SEM Supra, Zeiss,
Switzerrland), while tthe height of individual stru
uctures was
ng a tapping
extracte
ted by AFM (NX
X20, Park Systeems, Korea) usin
mode A
AFM probe (Tap
p300DLC, budgeetsensors, Bulgarria).

Fig. S4. The FT-IR speectrometer setup
p used to measu
ure at normal
incidencce. To measure th
he transmittancee at an angle the ssample holder
was rep
placed with a hold
der with a rotatin
ng base plate.

Figg. S2. Photograp
ph of the metalliic appearance off the polished an
nd
un
ntreated blank AM
MTIR-2 window before
b
nanoimprrinting.

The feedback operation can be seen in action
a
during the
th
naanoimprinting phase
p
in the teelemetry data shown
s
in Fig. S3,
S
wh
hich are the slight “re-adjustments” to th
he applied forrce
ap
ppearing once the
t force dropss below a pred
defined thresho
old
du
uring nanoimprrinting, which iss likely due to relaxation. In the
th
co
ooling phase th
he measured fo
orce drops siggnificantly due to
th
hermal expansion and here the feedback operation hellps
m
maintain the forrce until the ho
otplate temperaature has passed
beelow the glasss transition tem
mperature of the
t
chalcogenide
m
material. The optiion to operate th
he process in an inert atmospheere
waas also made po
ossible by havin
ng a continuoussly flow of N2 gas
g
paassing into the PMMA dome, shown
s
in Fig. S1,
S via the rubb
ber
tu
ubing seen enteriing from the righ
ht.

The b
blank and nano
oimprinted glasss window transm
mittance was
evaluatted using an FT
T-IR spectrometter system show
wn in Fig. S4
(Spectrrum 100 FT-IR
R, PerkinElmer, USA), and waas set up to
measurre the light transsmitted through
h the sample win
ndow. A scan
resoluttion of 4 cm-1 and
d 10 accumulatiion scans were u
used for each
measurrement of the traansmittance.

Fig. S5. The blank wind
dow transmittan
nce as function o
of AOI, The
dashed black line repressents the analyticcally expressed rresult given by
Eq. S3.

Figg. S3. Telemetry
y data of the fab
brication parameeters from a singgle
naanoimprint proce
ess as function off time, showcasin
ng how the appliied
pisston force and hotplate
h
temperrature is monitored and regulatted
du
uring nanoimprin
nting.

A d
discrepancy in the transmittaance measured
d at normal
inciden
nce was observeed and was reso
olved by measurring at a fixed
6° inciidence angle iinstead, as thiss yielded morre consistent
measurrements that w
were in close agrreement with th
he theoretical
calculattions. In Fig. SS5 we show a plot of the blaank window
transm
mittance at diffferent incident which clearlyy shows the
differen
nce between reecordings donee at incident an
ngles smaller
than 6°° and those at inccrementally largger angles.
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An
nalytical method
d

W
We use the Sellm
meier equation giiven by Eq. S1 with
w the Sellmeiier
co
oefficients given in Table S1 to ascribe the chaalcogenide glasss a
reefractive index ass function of wav
velength;

while iin the case wheere the front faacing interface eexhibits zero
reflectioon, there is also
o no internal refllection and thuss reduces to a
single in
nterface problem
m with a transm
mittance given byy Eq. S. 2.

.

Table S1. Sellmeier coefficie
ents used to apprroximate the
refracttive index of the
e AMTIR-2 window [1].
Coefficient:
Value:

3.3344

3.3105

0.43834
0
µm

0.89
9672

41.395 µm
m

Fig. S7. (a) Sketch of how
w the two interfaace problem (a w
window) leads
to an in
ncrease in transsmittance in com
mparison to two
o independent
interfacces, due to the con
ntribution of inteernal reflections.

Defin
ning
and
as the meaasured transmitttance of the
nanoim
mprinted and blank windows respectively, w
we define the
followin
ng figure of merrit

∆

,

which q
quantifies how m
much the imprin
nt has improved
d the window
transm
mittance relative to its blank win
ndow counterparrt that serves
as the reference. The theoretical maxximum improveement of the
window
w transmittancee, assuming no absorbance, is givven by

∆
Figg. S6. (a) The Selllmeier equation used to express the
t refractive ind
dex
off the AMTIR-2 win
ndow as function
n of wavelength.

With the refracctive index defineed, the shape of which is shown in
Figg. S6, we can
n continue to calculate the unpolarized
u
ligght
traansmittance thrrough a planar glass-air interfface, at any given
incident angle, , using the Fresn
nel conditions:

,
,
wh
here is the reefractive index of
o air, is the transmitted
t
anggle,
an
nd
and
are respectiveely the s- and p-polarized ligght
reeflectance coefficcients. The unpolarized light reeflectance, , an
nd
traansmittance, , of a single interfface is then given
n by
.

,

To
o calculate the trransmittance of our window, wee consider the tw
wo
plaanar interfacess in succession
n of one anotther, i.e. the aira
glaass/glass-air intterfaces. We alsso include the contribution
c
fro
om
m
multiple internal reflections, sin
nce the light beam is internaally
reeflected backwarrds and forward
ds between the two interfaces.. A
sk
ketch demonstrrating this con
ncept is shown
n in Fig S7. Th
he
eq
quation for calculating the trransmittance off the window is
th
herefor given by

,

⇒

→

,

,

wh
here
and
are the refleectance for the first and secon
nd
intterfaces, respecctively and 2N+1 is the total nu
umber of intern
nal
reeflections includeed. In the case of
o a blank windo
ow;
,

,

.

The method reliess on a model description of the imprint
topograaphy and the reefractive indicess of the two med
dia and takes
into coonsideration the dispersion of AMTIR-2 glasss using the
Sellmeiier equation (E
Eq. S1). Since the RCWA mo
odel is only
designeed to output th
he transmittancee and reflectancce of a single
interfacce, which we d
denote
and
d
, we usee Eq. S3 with
, to determin
ne how the simu
ulated result tran
nslates to the
transm
mittance of a nano
oimprinted win
ndow.
With
h the only pieece of materiall information u
used by the
simulattion being the substrate index o
of refraction, co
onditions that
are nott linked to this, like absorption
n peaks, are nott captured by
the sim
mulated transmitttance. To betterr reflect the reall experiment,
we theerefore processs the simulateed data by callculating the
window
w transmittancee improvement,, ∆
, that corresponds to
the giveen simulated wiindow transmitttance:

∆

,

,

.

This is then added tto the measured
d transmittancee of the blank
w
window

∆

.

By d
doing this, the ssimulated windo
ow transmittancce,
, also
displayys the same abso
orption peaks aas those presentt in the blank
window
w. This approaach also makees it easier to differentiate
betweeen absorption p
peaks originatin
ng from the glasss forging or
from oour nanoimprin
nt process, as tthese would sh
how up as a
divergeence when comp
paring
with
h
.
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Simulated tran
nsmittance map
m at

4.5
5 µm

The co
omplete 1.3-220 µm spectrrum (surface relief #3)

Figg. S8. (a) The tru
uncated ellipsoid
d moth-eye struccture model. (b) A
maap of the simu
ulated 0th orde
er transmittancee of a single aira
ch
halcogenide interrface with a full ellipsoid
e
structurre surface relief, at
no
ormal incidence,, using an incid
dent wavelength
h
4.5 µm, as
fun
nction of pitch an
nd protrusion heiight.

Th
he Ni-shim ussed to imprin
nt surface reliief #3

Fig. S9. (a) Plot of the transmittance iin the complete 1.3 – 20 µm
spectru
um at 6° AOI, measured before and after nanoim
mprinting the
window
w. (b) The corrresponding calcu
ulated window ttransmittance
improve
vement together with the theoreetical maximum ttransmittance
improve
vement, ∆
.

The m
measured tran
nsmittances ffor the 4 surfface reliefs

Figg. S11. (a) AFM
M image of the Ni-Shim used to
t imprint surfaace
reelief #3. The bluee and red lines are
a the locationss of two extractted
heeight profiles. (b
b) The two extraacted height profiles shown in (a).
No
otice the height difference betw
ween the two prrofiles. (c) 3D maap
off the AFM imagee given in Fig. S1
11(a). (d) Invertted 3D map of the
th
saame AFM image.
Fig. S10
0. The measured
d transmittance o
of the windows w
with variously
fabricatted AR surface reeliefs with differeent pitch sizes an
nd protrusion
heights,, measured at n
normal incidencee. These measurrements were
used to calculate ∆ in F
Fig. 5(c).
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Nanoimprint defects on surface relief #3

Fig. S12. SEM image of some of the typical defects found on surface
relief #3.
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